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About This Game

A mighty hero stalks through a dark, dank dungeon making life miserable for hordes of pitiable monsters as he steals anything
and everything not bolted to the floor. Been there, done that - about a thousand times? Then it is definitely time to switch sides

and show that hero just who's who in the dungeon!
Assume the role of a mighty (and mighty evil) Dungeon Lord and create your own diabolical demesnes underground. Dim-

witted goblin workers tremble as they await your orders and dig corridors and rooms into the rock at your command.
Heroes will visit your dungeon in search of battle and treasure.

Naturally, you could always just annihilate them with a snap of your fingers. But isn't it more entertaining and deliciously evil to
watch them attain their heart's desire - and then take take it ALL away?

So throw them a few treasures and some equipment, give them a couple of fights for entertainment and cherish and look after
them. And once they are finally happy enough - it's time for the "harvest". For happy heroes have more valuable soul energy for

you to gleefully extract from them in your prison or torture chamber!
But even though these self-proclaimed warriors for the good are not much more than an excellent source of resources for you,
you still should not underestimate them. If you've beaten up too many of their friends, the powerful and vindictive Champions
will occasionally make their way to your Dungeon. Perhaps a small sum could persuade them to forget their moral and ethical

principles for once?
In addition to the heroes, you should also always keep an wary eye on the underground. For the competition never sleeps, and

other Dungeon Lords would like to claim your territory for themselves. As if that were not enough, another Dungeon Lord lives
one level below you who, to top it all off, is also your boss and bombards you with useless tasks! Of course, it goes without

saying that malicious and sneaky beings such as yourself are already hard at work trying to take his place!

Story

The game revolves around Deimos, foremost of all Dungeon Lords. He falls victim to a devious plot hatched by his vile, nasty,
thoroughly vicious ex-girlfriend Calypso, and suddenly finds himself at the bottom of the hierarchy and the top of the dungeon

once again.
As the story proceeds Deimos tries to regain his old place and have his well-deserved revenge on Calypso. First, however, he
will have to deal with his new bosses. On the one hand , there's the Zombie King, who is about as intelligent as your average

undead zombie is likely to be, and on the other there's hot-blooded Minos, who likes to solve problems using violence or,
alternatively, more violence.

Key features:

Be insidious! Three different Boss Monsters await in order to give you a real hard time. Get rid of them to become the
one and only Dungeon Lord!

Get ready for a fight! 10 different classes of heroes dare to enter your dungeon where 15 different monsters lurk in the
dark

The 17 campaign missions demand your whole cunningness as evil dungeon lord. If you manage to survive them there's
still the custom game waiting for you.
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In a dungeons there's only one way: going down. 3 different levels wait to be conquered by you.

Prison cells and torture chambers are ready for your command and await “customers”

Create the dungeon of your dreams with 50 different objects

Wimpy goblin workers await your commands and create the dungeon after your wishes.
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Dungeons is a colossally buggy mess of a game, and this only gets worse as the campaign progresses: the game crashes randomly
during levels, and whilst this would not be such a big deal, the game ALSO sometimes crashes when you save, and sometimes it
will not save at all.
This (for me at least) culminated in a final level that literally could not be completed no matter how many attempts I gave in
trying to do so: every attempt at the final boss ended in a crash, and every attempt to save the game also ended in a crash.

Therefore, whilst It is a rare thing that I review a game I did not complete, I have had to shelve Dungeons irritatingly
incomplete, as despite my best efforts the game has made it clear to me that it did not WANT to be completed.

I award this game no stars, and cast it into the Hall of Shame where it belongs.. I used to enjoy playing this game, it was really
fun, and so I would probably recommend this game.

That is, I would recommend this game, IF I COULD PLAY IT IN THE FIRST PLACE! But the game keeps on saying "Your
product key is already in use."

It's one thing for a game to mess up and cause you to stop playing that way(Glitches, Hacks, Crashes, esc.), it is another thing
when THE GAME PURPOSEFULLY KEEPS YOU FROM PLAYING!. I did resent the game at first mostly because I
expected a Dungeon Keeper reboot. But after having a few hours on it and opened my mind, it is a really good game if you like
something along the lines of base building and micromanaging. Think of the game more like Rollercoaster Tycoon and you just
might agree...
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